Spring Break at Home, Flights Fly Empty
Lifestyle - Kaitlyn Smith ‘22
Photography - Oliver Pelham Burn ‘20

As you all have heard, spring
break 2020 is not happening. Airlines are cancelling flights or flying
without passengers, most tropical
vacation spots are completely isolated, and hotels no longer want to
host you. The world is advising you
not to travel during this frigid time,
and that doesn’t look like it is going
to end any time soon. For
me, I look for-

ward to
the days
where I can lay on the
beach, perfect my tan, and swim
in the refreshing ocean all day. We
all have dreamed of a nice vacation
and a break from school.
This dream of mine, is starting to seem like a never ending
nightmare. Correction, it is. As you
have noticed by now, the Sacred
Heart community is starting to take
drastic matters in preparation for
Covid-19, AKA Coronavirus. This
deadly virus originated from a small,
armadillo-like animal: say goodbye to seeing friends and teachers
during the day, and welcome online
classes to your at-home schedule.
As a few short weeks have passed,

the Sacred Heart community has
taken several drastic measures to
prevent the spread of Covid-19 to
the staff and students on campus.
This entails not returning to campus this academic year. And us
students are still adjusting to the
bombardment of assignments and
online classes that have been added
to our so called “coronacation”. We
are still normalizing online classes, where many have found it hard
to stay focused, stay on top of
the many assignments,
and manage

time, now that we are on a city wide
lockdown for a few days.
So now what are we going to
do for Spring Break? Good question.
At the moment, the state of California is on lockdown for the foreseeable future. That means no non-essential drives to a friends house or
to a fun dinner. No beach trips and
definitely no more lounging by the
pool. Now the only outings allowed
are to the grocery store, which are
stripped naked, the pharmacy, and
the doctor’s office. Say goodbye to
your friends at school, and say hello again on facetime or zoom. This
is the scary new reality, that has no
end in sight.
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Artist Spotlight: Anne Sophie Lacombe
A&A - Lauren Hagerty ‘21

How long have you been acting/doing
plays/musicals?
“Technically I’ve been doing plays since
I was 7, like the little plays over the summer,
but my first real play production was when I
was 12.” Before pursuing acting, Anne Sophie
was a competitive synchronized swimmer. She
originally joined synchronized swimming after being inspired by her older sister, who was
also a synchronized swimmer.
What got you interested in theater?
Even at a young age, she acted purely because she loves it and it brought her joy, “after
doing that first play I just knew this is what I
wanted to do from now on.” At first, her family thought she was just a little crazy for being
so adamant about her determination to pursue acting so passionately. But, shortly after,
“my mom was just like you know what, ok,
yes, keep acting if you love it.” From then on,
Anne Sophie has performed in many musicals
and plays, working to become a better actress,
singer, and overall performer. The first person
in the acting community who gave her real validation for her hard work was TK, the former
SHP drama teacher now working at NYU. She

landed a lead role in The Crucible her freshman and production as an actress, casting director,
year, and this sign of her hard work paying off assistant director and producer for different
encouraged Anne Sophie even more.
productions. Anne Sophie has also worked on
a wide scale of projects, from the junior class
What was your favorite musical you have spirit week video, to a short film called Amor
participated in?
del Bueno. The film “was an incredible proj“That’s a hard one but probably Young ect.” Amor del Bueno, which was created in
Frankenstein’’. “Looking back, it’s always good partnership with the One Love Foundation, is
memories and I just remember the family type “a highschool related movie for people to unof community”.
derstand how relationships can go wrong” and
“show the harsh machismo that exists in LatWhat has been your favorite memory of in American households.” As casting director,
drama at SHP?
Anne Sophie made it a priority to “ensure it
Anne Sophie’s favorite memory of drama was a diverse cast and crew.” She hired actors
at SHP was when TK stopped rehearsal for the and actresses “from all over the Bay Area from
musical Chicago, and the entire cast danced San Jose to Marin.” Anne Sophie got involved
for the remainder of practice. During this with the project when “my very close family
impromptu dance party, Huck Barry ‘21 and friends were the ones who wrote [the script]
Ian Cardamone ‘21 “did an interpretive dance and were going to be directing… I lived workcalled the egg crack. Anytime we have improv ing with some of my close family friends to
practice it makes me laugh,” says Anne Sophie. make it,” says Lacombe. Their hard work on
the project paid off as the film was nominated
Are there other aspects of theater or the for two awards at the Teen Indie Awards, one
arts that you participate/are interested in?
of which was best original score, and the film
Aside from theater, Anne Sophie is heav- was screened at the All American High School
ily involved with film and cinema. She has Film Festival.
worked in multiple aspects of film making

The Unsung Women of #MeToo
Op-Ed - Anisha Menath ‘21

#MeToo is a movement against sexual
assult, violence against women, and domestic
abuse. It has become a prevelent topic of discussion in the media during the past couple
years. The movement started gaining popularity in 2017 with the allegations from Hollywood actresses such as Ashley Judd and Rose
Mcgowan against Harvey Weinstein. It seems
that in 2020 we have been brought back to the
situation that sparked this whole movement.
Weinstein is currently awaiting his second trial and has been found guilty of rape as well as
sexual harrasment. While he was also found
guilty for preditory behavior and third degree
rape, both of these do not make him appplicable for a life sentence, even though people
have seen, and lived with, the horrors of the
crimes he has committed. The testimonies of
the women who stood against Weinstein show
the progress of the #MeToo movement and the
power of a woman’s voice.
The issue at hand raises another question about Hollywood. How will Hollywood
move forward with this trial, and how will
they make sure that women are treated equally
and fairly? In Hollywood, it seems that social
media has been the biggest platform for discussing issues of the #MeToo movement, originatingon Twitter where it gained a lot of support from women across the world. Actresses
in Hollywood who have a large following and
platform have been using it to advocate for
their rights as well as share information and
support. Many people have seen Harvey Weinstien’s trial as “the beginning of justice” (tweet
from Mira Sorvino). Although this might be
the start of justice, there is a lot more work that
needs to be done to eradicate violence against
women, as well as sexism in general, in Hollywood.

In the entertainment industry, women
are constantly held to different standards than
their male counterparts. They are asked to be
“perfect” in every aspect. When women speak
out about sexual harassment or rape, they are
constantly asked what they were wearing or
how they were acting. These are questions that
men rarely get asked. This trial hopefully helps
validate the experiences of women and finally
shine the light on the issues that they face. This
trial has been seen as a turning point, but it
is also important to realize that there is much
more to come.
Although this trial has been highly covered by the media, there are many cases that
do not happen on this level. In this trial, both
sides were able to get the legal resources they
needed in order to move forward with the trial, and there was a lot of evidence supporting
the women who came forward. This is not the
case for all trials which makes it significantly
harder to move forward with an accusation.
For example, women who are socio-economically disadvantaged are not provided with the resources to respond to sexual harassment. According to the Downtown
Women’s Center (based in Los Angeles), 91%
of women who are homeless experience physical or sexual violence in their life. This statistic cannot be ignored. Since there are very few
organizations that do outreach in homeless
communities specifically for women, there is
little access to pro bono work or mental health
resources for women who have suffered trauma. In addition, according to the Center for
Public Integrity (a non profit news organization), Native American women across the
country experience sexual assault and almost
always their assailants are those who are outside the Native American community. This is

an alarming statistic because no one seems to
be discussing this and it shows that women
who are in vulnerable positions are more likely to be assaulted multiple times in their lives.
Also according to the Center for Public Integrity, these crimes are “racially motivated” due
to the fact that most of the perpetrators live
beyond the community and are not held to the
laws on the reservations. In order to fix this,
there needs more resources for legal aid to help
women seek justice, places for help to deal with
the trauma, and organziations to help prevent
sexual assault from happening.
In order to move forward, society first
and foremost needs to believe women when
they speak out. Secondly, there needs to be
more access to free mental health care specifically for sexual assault and trauma. Data and
statistics on sexual assault and violence have
been increasing over the past couple years, and
it is important that people continue to gather
information so that the general public can be
aware of how widespread this problem is. Lastly, there needs to be more access to legal aid.
According to the UN, less than 40% of women who experience violence seek help in any
way. This means that they either do not have
access to it or do not feel comfortable speaking
out. In order to move forward, we need to have
more resources available to women for both
mental health and legal aid. In addition, as a
society, we need to be trained to notice sexism
and sexual assault in our everyday lives. This
means that institutions such as schools, colleges, and organizations need to work together
to reduce the statistics and to bring awareness
to this topic. Overall, this issue has plagued
society and continues to so in order to move
forward everyone needs to actively be working
to create a safer and more equitable world.
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While we may find ourselves feeling trapped, remember that Spring is upon us,
and there is beauty everywhere! Take a moment to enjoy the outdoors this week.
Photos by Ryan Mo & Theresa Lim ‘20

Cultural Appropriation
Op-Ed - Mira Ravi ‘22

“Cultural appropriation.” Everyone has
their own opinion on what this phrase means
because it is not properly defined, leaving people confused. I did not fully understand what
it meant until a couple of days ago. A lot of
nearby schools, like Menlo, have had incidents
labelled as “cultural appropriation”––whether
or not that is an accurate label––so it is important for people to understand exactly what
it is, especially in the case of it happening at
SHP. That way, it will be a lot easier to recognize instances of cultural appropriation and to
address them properly. If we can never agree
on what cultural appropriation means, we will
never have productive conversations about it,
and it will just become another topic that divides people because of their different opinions. Understanding it will also require us to
learn a lot more about different cultures, which
is a topic that is not emphasized enough in our
education.
A while ago in my history class, someone asked, “Why is cultural appropriation such
a big deal?”, and no one in our class could come
up with a compelling answer. It was confusing
because people accused of cultural appropriation rarely seem like they are trying to be offensive. They do not seem insensitive either,
and for whatever reason, they are automatically labelled as “racist” by a lot of people. “Racist”
is when someone knowingly holds prejudices
against another race and acts based on those
prejudices, and I do not think white people
with their hair in dreadlocks, for example, are
being racist. That led me to an important realization about cultural appropriation: people are
not usually trying to be racist when they are
accused of cultural appropriation, and until we
stop accusing them of that, we will never have
comfortable conversations about race.
So you are probably still wondering,
“Well, what is so wrong with cultural appropriation?” I spent a really long time trying to find
an answer to that question on the internet, and
I could not find anything that was useful. Most
of the answers I found were along the lines

of “it’s wrong because it’s stealing from a minority culture,” which did not help me because
I did not understand why it was “stealing.” I
eventually tried thinking from the perspective
of someone offended by cultural appropriation
and have come to a better understanding of the
problem.
In this country, it requires a tremendous
amount of strength for a lot of minorities to
continue their cultural practices rather than
assimilating into the dominating white culture. When my mom was 18, she arrived in
America wearing traditional Indian clothing.
As time passed, she began to wear the more
“normal” clothing that most Americans wear
because of the amount of pressure she felt to
fit in with those around her. If my mom saw a
white person wearing the same clothes that she
had been pressured to abandon in this country,
I know exactly why she would feel offended. It
just would not be fair if a white person, most
likely unaware of the cultural significance of
that clothing, could wear it as fashion, when
America would not accept my mom for wearing the exact same outfit as part of her culture.
And it is not just my mom who would feel
this way. Let’s go back to the example I mentioned before about white people with dreadlocks. In the past few years, incidents where
African American students have been forced
to cut their dreadlocks or face suspension have
made national news. When white people have
dreadlocks, it reflects their privilege to be able
to stray from white cultural practices, which
people of color cannot do because of the pressure to conform. It seems unconscionable for
a white person to be wearing dreadlocks when
some African Americans are not even allowed
to wear that hairstyle, which belongs to their
own culture.
I do not think that cultural appropriation
is about “stealing from a minority culture” so
much as it is about unknowingly borrowing
something culturally significant from people
who are often expected to conform to white
culture, and therefore, give up a part of their

larger cultural identity. There is a metaphor
for America as a melting pot related to cultural
appropriation. A lot of non-white Americans’
identities are almost “melted away” when they
cannot preserve parts of their culture, and so it
is really hard to avoid assimilating into white
culture. That is why it is wrong when white
people, who have never had their identity
“melted away” in this country, adopt practices
from a completely different culture.
That said, I still do not think that white
people with dreadlocks are racist (unless, of
course, they are intentionally trying to offend
other people), and so they do not deserve to be
treated as though they were intentionally racist. Rather, they are usually just unaware of the
significance that hairstyle holds for a lot of African Americans. It is extremely important to
understand that for the most part, cultural appropriation is rooted in the inability of white
people to recognize the cultural significance
of certain practices. For that reason, we should
not accuse anyone of being intentionally racist
because it is likely false.
I also think that schools should be less
harsh on students when it comes to cultural
appropriation. It would not be fair to suspend
or expel students for participating in cultural appropriation because it is not something
taught in school, and it certainly is not something intuitive or easy to figure out. I know
that this has not happened at SHP this year,
but it is important to mention because it has
happened at nearby schools. When cultural appropriation is not clearly defined in the
first place, it does not make sense to have such
harsh policies in place to address it. The best
solution to overcoming the confusion surrounding cultural appropriation is by having
conversations about why those practices carry
significance for certain cultures, and the first
place where we should have those conversations is right here, at SHP. After all, we come to
school (virtually or in-person) to learn, and I
think we can all agree that this is something we
still need to learn about.
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Weekly Crossword Challenge

Across:
4 - People are ________ their heads for coronavirus
5 - The famous general once attacked by
rabbits
7 - It sucks to have your ________ right now
10 - The April holiday filled with half-hearted
pranks this year
11 - The first city to reach the population of a
million people
12 - TV star from ‘The Office’ who started his
own good news show
13 - Are really happy that their owners are
staying home
14 - The man who completed a half-marathon
on his balcony by running back and forth
5,000 times

Down:
1 - The middle name of the first woman appointed to the Supreme Court
2 - First name of WWII veteran who recovered from Coronavirus just in time to celebrate his 104th birthday
3 - Royal figurehead who made a rare televised speech yesterday
6 - Four letter word that can be written forward, backward or upside down, and can still
be read from left to right
8 - The hit Netflix show about the breeding of
large cats
9 - Professional football team that sent their
private jet to deliver 1.2 million face masks
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